
DESCRIBING POPULATIONS

Environmental Biology



POPULATION SIZE

The overall HEALTH of a POPULATION can often 
be monitored by tracking how its size changes.

POPULATION SIZE describes the number of individual organisms 
present in a given population at a given time.

When population size increases or remains steady, it is a sign of a 
HEALTHY POPULATION.

When a population declines quickly, it CAN MEAN EXTINCTION IS 
COMING.



DETERMINING POPULATION SIZE

Counting every individual in a population is the most direct 
way to determine POPULATION SIZE
Not really possible.

Population size is estimated using SAMPLING TECHNIQUES.
Ex: Physically COUNT a 1 square kilometer of forest.  If there 

are 100 oak trees in 1 square kilometer, it makes sense that 
there would be 1000 oak trees in 10 square kilometers of 
that same forest.



POPULATION DENSITY

A population’s density - MEASURE OF HOW CROWDED A 
POPULATION IS.

Population density describes THE NUMBER OF 
INDIVIDUALS WITHIN A POPULATION PER UNIT AREA.

 In general, LARGER ORGANISMS have lower population 
densities because they need more RESOURCES to survive.



DIFFERENT DENSITIES

High population densities can make it easier for: 
ORGANISMS TO GROUP TOGETHER AND FIND MATES.

Can lead to conflict as individuals COMPETE FOR RESOURCES.

Can be more VULNERABLE TO PREDATORS 

Can spread DISEASE MORE EASILY.

Low population densities:
Organisms have more SPACE AND RESOURCES

May find it DIFFICULT to locate mates and companions.



POPULATION DISTRIBUTION

POPULATIONS can be distributed randomly, uniformly, or 
in clumps.

POPULATION DISTRIBUTION, AKA population dispersion, 
describes how organisms are arranged in an area.



RANDOM DISTRIBUTION

Random distribution - INDIVIDUAL ORGANISMS
ARE ARRANGED WITHIN A SPACE WITH NO 
PARTICULAR PATTERN
Environment is UNIFORM

Resources needed by the organism are found throughout an 
area

Organisms live alone



UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION

Uniform distribution - INDIVIDUAL ORGANISMS
ARE EVENLY SPACED THROUGHOUT AN AREA

 Individuals have TERRITORIES OR COMPETE FOR SPACE

Roughly the SAME amount of space between organisms.



CLUMPED DISTRIBUTION

Clumped distribution - INDIVIDUAL 
ORGANISMS ARRANGE THEMSELVES 
ACCORDING TO AVAILABILITY 
OF RESOURCES THEY 
NEED TO SURVIVE

MOST COMMON PATTERN 
IN NATURE


